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PERSONAL STYLE BASE

Your base personality dressing

style is at the core of your style,

leave it out of any outfit and you

just won't feel right. So let's jump

right into the style so you can

understand more about what

you're looking for.

FEMININE STYLE

COMMUNICATES

The message of the Feminine style is that

you're caring, tolerant and nurturing.  

 

Your style is soft and gentle and says you're

warm and approachable.
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KEY ELEMENTS

Key elements of the style

include soft feminine curves -

the hourglass silhouette is

often desired but is not skin

tight or overtly alluring or sexy.

 

You'll find soft and light floaty

fabrics such as chiffon, or

fabrics that are touchable such

as velvet, angora or fur. Some

sheen and shine, a little glitz

or glamour can also be

appreciated.  Delicate curvy

patterns, from polka dots to

florals are most commonly

appreciated.

FEMININE ACCESSORIES

Your accessories are sparkling and delicate.  

 

Fine soled shoes with fine straps, never heavy or

clunky), a blinged-up ballet-flat is your go-to casual

shoe.

 

Handbags are softly structured and more refined, never

oversized  - think purse, not backpack!

To get the full picture on how to dress for your personality as well as discover

your best colours, your figure flattery guidelines and your personal style values

join my 7 Steps to Style Program - because defining your personal style is the

easiest way to have a wardrobe full of clothes you love to wear.
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GROOMING

Your grooming is always feminine and pretty.  Long hair

with some curl and makeup that enhances your natural

beauty in a subtle but accentuating way.

 

Skirts and dresses are favoured over jeans and pants

where possible, but if you are wearing jeans, you may

seek out ones with a floral embroidered motif, or a

sparkle detail on the pockets to add back femininity to

this masculine garment.
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